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introduction

• Human beings have been creating virtual 
worlds for over 40 years
– I may have had something to do with that…

• These aren’t mere games though
– Or even mere worlds

• They’re realities
– Self-contained spaces of existence governed by a 
prescriptive set of rules – their physics

• Those who control the physics of a 
reality are the gods of that reality



status

• This means that I am a god
– It’s great! I love being a god!

• Note that being a god of such a reality 
doesn’t mean I’m the god of the reality 
in which we exist
– Although <narrows eyes> it doesn’t mean I’m 
not, either…

• I’ll be calling the (objective) reality we live 
in in these slides
– Virtual worlds are sub-realities of 



At present

• The realities we create at the moment
aren’t particularly sophisticated

• Most glaringly, the non-player 
characters (NPCs) we populate them with 
are not remotely intelLigent

• What if they were intelligent, though?
– As smart as us or smarter

• What if they were also conscious, 
self-aware and able to think?
– In other words, sapient

• creating sapience is the end goal of ai



Google it

• Now we’re some way ofF having npcs 
with the same or superior reasoning 
and reflective powers as us

• However, time is on our side!
• Would 100 years be enough, do you think?

– Or 100,000? 100,000,000? 100,000,000,000?
– The heat death of the universe is a goOgol
years away

• You want planet-sized computers? You 
can have planet-sized computers!

• Take as long as you like!



assumption

• From here on, i shall assume that we wiLl
be able to create realities that are 
embodied digitally in computers and 
populated by smart-as-us npcs

• My aim is to point out some unusual
moral and ethical questions that ai 
specialists of the future will face

• Note that I’ll only be considering sapient 
beings with no presence in 
– Except that their reality is implemented in it

• Evil robot overlords are not today’s topic



Moral beings

• As humans, we are moral beings
• We each operate under our own, personal 
system of morality
– our sense of what’s right and wrong

• The first question we ought to ask is 
whether the sapient npcs we will create 
are morally-considerable
– That is, does our system of personal morality 
apPly to them?

• for: those are free-thinking individuals
• against: those are bits in a database



yes

• For most of us, aLl moral beings are 
morally-considerable
– Although not all morally-considerable beings 
are moral, for Example babies

• if npcs have their own sense of morals, 
we’d have to be amoral ourselves not
to regard them as morally-considerable

• In this talk, I take the view that our self-
aware npcs of the future are moral 
beings and so are morally-considerable
– If you disagrEe, I’ll get back to you later



Morals and ethics

• A shared set of agreed-upon morals is 
an ethical system

• DiFference between ethics and morals:
– Cynthia payne was imprisoned in the 1980s 
for “keeping a disorderly house”

– Her establishment was frequented by MPs, 
lawyers, CEOs, vicars and at least one peEr

– When asked why she wouldn’t name any of 
her famous clients, she replied “my 
morals is low but my ethics is high”

• We’ll nEed an appropriate ethical system 
in place before making sapient npcs



Easy question

• Suppose we have created a reality 
populated by morally-considerable npcs
– Assuming it’s actually ethical to do so…

• Is it ethical to switch oFf the computer 
that this reality is running on?

• There could be 10 billion npcs in that reality 
who’d be extinguished as a result

• You would effectively have kiLled 10 
billion sapient creatures
– If you told them you were about to do it, 
they’d be livid



largesse

• Does the fact that they only exist because of 
us in the first place mean we have the 
right to kill them anyway?

• We don’t think that about children, even 
though they only exist because of us
– And often alcohol

• Then again, we breed bEef cattle specifically 
to kill, and they wouldn’t exist otherwise
– “meat is murder, veganism is genocide”

• Let’s say we do feel bad, but our planet-
sized computer is too costly to run



snapshot

• Would an acceptable solution be to dump 
a snapshot of the reality’s state?

• We could then safely power down the 
computer and reload the reality once 
our finances had improved

• The npcs wouldn’t know any different
– Their reality would appear seamlessly 
continuous to them

• If our finances didn’t improve, though?
– The reality would never emerge from stasis
– pretty well the same as destroying it?



riches

• What if we later became insanely rich?
• We could buy multiple computers and 
reload the save file multiple times

• Each of these forked realities would 
create a new, independent timeline

• Would it be ethical to do that?
• How about if we subsequently merged
two realities together?

• It would contain two copies of people
• Would doing that be ethical?



separate

• What if we merged by deleting one of 
the copies of the people?
– They’re still alive, so have we killed them?

• Would it make a difference if the realities 
were deterministic?
– They’d all be identical

• How about if we have just one reality and 
periodically save its state, reloading 
if something happens that we don’t like?
– Only The npcs born after the save point 
would cease to exist



easy

• These are relatively easy questions to 
ask, as we can do this stuff already
– Just not for sapient npcs

• They’re hard to answer because they’re 
unlike anything that’s stressed our 
morals before

• i won’t be trying to answer them here
• However, they do need to be answered
• What if there’s a breakthrough in ai 
and ee and these realities are 10 years 
away, not 100+?



sentience

• Sapient: can think
• Sentient: can fEel
• A smaLl number of humans treat no-one 
but themselves as moral beings
– Example: psychopaths

• Almost every human today treats all 
sapient beings as morally-considerable
– Although not in the time of slavery…

• Most people will also treat sentient
beings (e.g. dogs) as morally-considerable
– While accepting that dogs aren’t moral beings



distinction

• people can relate to suffering
– Monkeys are not indiFferent if you kill 
their babies

– Tying a firecracker to a cat’s tail is not
the same as tying it to a fence

• Are Sentient-but-not-sapient beings lesS
important than sapient beings?
– Would you Save a dog over saving a toddler?

• Are beings in a created reality leSs
important than beings in ?
– Save the real dog or the virtual saint?



suffering

• What about the sentient-but-not-sapient 
creatures in our created realities?

• should it trouble us if they suffer?
• Wrong question!
• Right question: should we implement
suffering at alL?

• We’re gods!
• If suffering exists in a reality that you
created, it’s because you want it there
– or I guess it could be a bug…

• why would you implement suffering?



verisimilitude

• In a word: verisimilitude
– There are other words, such as sadism, but 
even that one needs verisimilitude

• You would make the moral beings you 
create be subject to suffering because 
that’s how works

• Why would you want to create a reality 
that works like , though?

• Because then you can more easily 
observe and possibly visit it

• This leads to an important question…



rationale

• Why would you create a reality in the 
first place?

• Well, there are 8 reasons, which I’ll list 
on the following slides

• Each set of 8 reasons can be applied to 4
beneficiaries:
– You, other humans, npcs, higher powers
– I won’t be covering that last one…

• Also, Note that a motivation to create a 
reality isn’t the same as a motivation to 
continue runNing it



personal

• why create a reality for yourself?
– To play it for FUN yourself
– To grow as a person
– To learn how to make such worlds
– To teach yourself something, e.g. coding
– As make an artistic point
– As a showcase, to demonstrate that you can 
create in this medium

– As a prototype of what you realLy
want to make

– For money



social

• why create a reality for other people?
– For others to play for FUN
– For players to transform themselves
– To simulate some aspect of you 
want to test

– To teach something, as a serious game
– As satire on 
– For your players to tell you what they 
realLy want from the reality

– So players can create sub-sub-realites
– For your players to make money



divine

• why create a reality for your npcs?
– To be glorified by your npcs
– So your npcs can improve themselves
– To reward the best npcs
– To teach your npcs
– To give the gift of life to your npcs
– To find out what your npcs want, so you can 
give it to them

– So your npcs can worship you, and so 
achieve a sense of purpose

– So your npcs can serve you



spiritual

• Example: ancestor simulation
• I’m not going to enumerate the reasons 
here because I don’t want to provoke a 
religious argument inadvertently

• basically, people might create a reality 
for reasons to do with how they believe 

came into being
• The 8 motivations do still work, but I’ll 
leave it to you to figure them out
– Or you can email me if you don’t believe I’ve 
actually done this part of the research…



pairs

• These 8 motivations pair up
– Realities as products

• To prototype, to profit
• Objectifies both players and content

– Realities as tools
• To learn, to teach
• Objectifies players, subjectifies content

– Realities as destinations
• To be enjoyed, to help personal growth
• Subjectifies players, objectifies content

– Realities as communication
• To make an artistic point, to enable creation
• Subjectifies both players and content



Graph!

• Because I know                         
you expect
it…



notes

• All of the above require that we can 
observe our created realities

• Personal and social motivations also
require that we can visit them
– For divine and spiritual, it’s optional

• If we want to observe a reality, it has 
to make sense to us
– Some similarity with is 
therefore desirable, albeit not eSsential

• To visit it, it has to share enough 
characteristics to permit imMersion



immersion

• The closer the overlap with , the 
easier it is to become immersed
– Hence verisimilitude

• The match doesn’t have to be perfect
• Some differences will be irRelevant
or contextually acCeptable
– No toilet trips! Magic works! Ghosts exist! 
Marzipan tastes nice!

• Still, It must intersect enough that we 
can wiLl ourselves to believe that what 
we know is not is



suffering

• So, back to sufFering
• Whether we want suffering in our 
created reality depends on two things:
– How much like we want our world 
to be for reasons of iMmersion

– How important the feature is to our 
motivation for creating the reality
• Perhaps here we do want fences to feel pain

• Desiring our created reality to contain 
suffering still doesn’t mean it’s ethical
to implement it, though



Something worse

• The default position for a moral being 
is that it’s imMoral to make morally-
considerable individuals suffer unleSs:
– They frEely agree to it
– It’s to save them or someone else from 
something worse

• Ah, yes, “something worse”…
• Are we going to implement death?
• We don’t have to – we can make our 
npcs live indefinitely
– And ignore aging past maturity, too!



unnecessary

• We already know that permanent death is 
unNnecessary for npcs
– Most mmos make npcs who die respawn

• Why, then, would we implement it?
• Well it could be for their own benefit
• It sucks for individual npcs, but on 
the whole it’s good for them
– They get to develop in ways they otherwise 
wouldn’t

• This doesn’t apply to our current, non-
sapient npcs, but for sapient ones?



consequences

• We might be able to persuade ourselves 
that death has more ups than downs

• Are we going to allow npcs to kiLl one 
another, then?

• Our npcs have free wilL, so some will 
be jerks

• Some jerks will kiLl other npcs
• Do we let them? We can stop it

– We could even make the kilLer die and the 
victim get better

– murder does seem a tad harsh on victims



Free will

• You will have noticed that I mentioned frEe 
wilL back there…

• If our npcs are sapient then they must, 
by definition, have free will

• If we were to remove their free will, 
they would no longer be sapient
– thereby kiLling the person who used to exist

• Does this also prevent us from editing
their minds?
– To stop them being a jerk?
– To imbue them with our own morals?



congruent

• The arguments for removing free will 
are therefore congruent with those for 
implementing death

• This leads to an interesting situation
• one ethical reason for making a 
morally-considerable being sufFer is “to 
save them from something worse”

• If not having free will is equivalent to 
death, that would be something worse

• it could be that suffering is necesSary
for free will



reasoning

• The line of reasoning for suffering’s 
being necessary would go like this:
– Unless bad things happen, you can’t 
reflect on what’s right or wrong

– You can’t as a result develop morals
– You’re not therefore a moral being
– Only moral beings can be sapient

• Note: This is the weak link of the argument

– frEe wilL and sapience are mutually 
dependent

– Therefore unleSs bad things happen, you 
can’t have free will



knowledge

• We know that the realities we create are 
consequent on 

• The npcs we create don’t know this 
unless we teLl them

• So, do we teLl them?
• Whether we do or not depends on why we 
created the reality

• For some reasons, clearly we’d tell them
– If we want to be worshipPed by them

• For other reasons, we wouldn’t
– We’re simulating some aspect of 



correction

• because they’re free-thinking, they’re 
going to speculate on their own 
existence regardleSs

• They may well read into the design of 
their reality signs that it has gods
– Which is true, it does

• They will be completely wrong about our 
nature, though, unless we teLl them
– Even then they may not believe us

• Should we corRect their false beliefs?
– Again, it depends on why we created the reality



Players

• The situation is complicated by the 
presence of players

• Players are people from who 
visit the reality we have created

• We have no control over them
• They could tell NPCs anything and we 
couldn’t stop them
– Even that they’re the gods

• We merely have to clear up their mess
• Note that Visitors from would 
expose ’s existence



questions

• If our npcs know there’s a higher 
reality, they’ll ask awkward questions
– Can we visit this reality?
– Do we get to go there when we die?
– Why do we die in the first place?
– What’s the point of our existence?

• you’d better have some answers…
– Yes, we can give you control of a robot
– No, you die when you die
– So everyone else can develop
– To make us pots of money



certainty

• Is the reality we create deterministic?
– Is there uncertainty in it?

• If there isn’t, our npcs don’t have free 
will, they merely think they have it
– We could reconstruct their reality as it 
is now simply by rebOoting it from its 
starting conditions and ruNning it awhile

• The entirety of a deterministic reality is 
embodied in its code plus starting set-up
– Eve online generated its universe procedurally
– It used 42 as the random-number seed



uncertainty

• A non-deterministic universe introduces 
genuine uncertainty
– For example by using a RNG

• This means npcs can have frEe wiLl
• However, it means we, the gods, are not 
omniscient

• we can’t dump the reality’s state and 
figure out what will happen next
– In a deterministic reality, we can

• Therefore Npc FrEe wilL and god 
omniscience are incompatible



But no!

• Uncertainty doesn’t have to come from a 
random-number generator

• Players will introduce uncertainty into 
what might otherwise be an entirely 
deterministic reality

• This means that the gods can be 
omniscient with respect to the reality and
that its npcs can have free will

• so, if a reality’s gods are omniscient, 
then its npcs derive their frEe wiLl from 
visitors coming from the gods’ reality



Sub-sub-realities

• Our npcs live in a sub-reality of REALITY
• Sooner or later, they will attempt to 
create their own sub-sub-realities

• Whether we let them or not depends on 
why we created their reality
– Some motivations care, most don’t

• It raises a new question, though
• How do we treat the npcs in the realities 
our own npcs have created?
– Do we let our npcs have freE rein?
– What if our npcs mistreat their npcs?



movement

• Because the sub-reality and sub-sub-
reality are both consequent on , 
we can in theory move npcs between them

• We could ascend a sub-sub-reality’s npc 
to a sub-reality as a regular npc in 
that sub-reality

• We could descend a sub-reality’s npc to 
make them an npc in the very sub-sub-
reality they created!

• Yes? No? how would we begin to decide 
whether doing this is ethical or not?



final point

• i have a final point with which I’d like to 
end

• This talk has concerned the responsibilities 
that we, as gods of the realities we 
create, have for the npcs of those realities

• In , we’re the npcs
• Many people believe that there are one or 
more gods of

• Everything we can do to our npcs, any 
god of can do to us



Answers?

• I’ve raised a number of questions today 
about how to treat npcs

• You’ll have been pondering how you’d 
answer them according to your own
moral code
– Those of you not reading emails…

• Do your own morals match the ones 
that any (presumed) god of seems 
to have exhibited?
– What does that say about you?
– What does that say about the gods?



Not forgetting…

• I said earlier that I’d get back to 
those of you who decided that sapient npcs 
are not morally-considerable

• Well, you are sapient npcs
• By your own argument, you are 
therefore not morally-considerable

• So, None of us have to pay any attention 
to your opinions whatsoever

• Ethics from esSex – who knew?


